
The RT6 Rotoscreed Mini Striker is 
ideal for small concrete pours and 
is powered by a Honda GX35 unit 
providing ample power and 
unparalleled reliability.
The RT6 Rotoscreed is a lightweight mechanically driven 
unit which works off a simple drive chain which means it 
is easy to maintain and incredibly reliable on site.

The unit is small, portable and lightweight but still offers 
you the advantages of a larger roller screed. The RT6 
Rotoscreed is ideal for small pours and metal decking 
jobs. The lack of hydraulic hoses means the unit is very 
easy to clean.



The RT6 comes with two Rotoscreed cone ends and 
a 6 metre long 4 inch diameter open end tube.

4inch tube Cone Ends

Made from carbon steel 
which is great for concrete.

What do you get when you 
buy an RT6 from Speedcrete?

What are Rotoscreed Cone Ends?

Welded end Profiles
Some concrete finishing professionals will 
have welded end profiles. Over time the 
welded area can wear down and cracks  
can begin to show, this can be difficult to 
repair and is why the (above) Rotoscreed 
Cone Ends have an advantage as they 
can be removed while a small section of 
the tube is disc-cut off, the cone ends can 
then be reinstated and are ready to go 
once again.

The RT6 can be used with tubes of 6 inches in 
diameter but we would advise that only for a 
maximum width of 3 metre tubes. If you were using 
a 6 inch diameter tube at a length wider than 3 
metres you can easily damage the clutch.

Rotoscreed Cone Ends are available in 6 inch and 4 
inch diameter. They slide into the open end tubes and 
are then tightened to ensure the cone expands inside 
the roller, this system is ideal for concrete finishing 
professionals want to quickly remove and attach the 
same tooling within a selection of tube lengths.



The RT6 Rotoscreed Mini Striker is 
ideal for small concrete pours and 
is powered by a Honda GX35 unit 
providing ample power and 
unparalleled reliability.

The lightweight RT6 is a mechanically 
driven unit which works off a simple 
drive chain, this means it is easy to 
maintain and incredibly reliable on 
site.

Powered by a GX35 Honda Engine
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